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Abstract
This document describes new advances in hybrid reachability techniques accomplished dur-
ing the course of a one-year Truman Postdoctoral Fellowship. These techniques provide guar-
antees of safety in complex systems, which is especially important in high-risk, expensive, or
safety-critical systems. My work focused on new approaches to two specific problems moti-
vated by real-world issues in complex systems: 1) multi-objecitve controller synthesis, and 2)
control for recovery from error. Regarding the first problem, a novel application of reachability
analysis allowed controller synthesis in a single step to achieve a) safety, b) stability, and c)
prevent input saturation. By extending the state to include the input parameters, constraints for
stability, saturation, and envelope protection are incorporated into a single reachability anal-
ysis. Regarding the second problem, a new approach to the problem of recovery provides a)
states from which recovery is possible, and b) controllers to guide the system during a recovery
maneuver from an error state to a safe state in minimal time. Results are computed in both
problems on nonlinear models of single longitudinal aircraft dynamics and two-aircraft lateral
collision avoidance dynamics.
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1 Introduction
Human-automation systems are automated systems with which a human interacts. These types of systems
are ubiquitous, occurring in scientific research platforms (unmanned ocean-, and aerial-vehicles), military
systems (fleets of ground vehicles, micro-scale platforms), critical infrastructures (the power grid, the US
water supply), transportation systems (automobiles, commercial aircraft, air traffic control), and consumer
products (alarm clocks, VCRs, cellular phones), for example. In many of these systems, the automation con-
trols low-level functions while the human provides supervisory or high-level commands. In high-risk, expen-
sive, or safety-critical applications, the way in which a human interacts with the automation is paramount
to the correct and safe operation of the system. As computing power continues to grow and embedded
automation becomes commonplace, the range of applications for human-automation systems will only in-
crease. However, despite the widespread use and growing presence of human-automation systems, there is a
clear need for advances in tools and methods to analyze and control the performance of human-automation
systems. This is especially true for human-automation systems which are large, complex, or highly inter-
connected [1, 2, 3, 4]. Consider, for example, commercial aircraft, in which problems in human interaction
with the automation can have serious (or even fatal) consequences [5].
One approach to this problem is through the use of formal methods, which can provide mathematical guaran-
tees that a complex system satisfies a certain property of its state-space. Formal methods are complementary
to efforts in human factors research and in large-scale simulation. For complex systems with changing dy-
namics (hybrid systems), control theorists and computer scientists have developed formal methods in reach-
ability analysis to prove the safety of complex systems. New methods and tools in reachability analysis can
provide an alternative framework for control design in safety-critical systems such as civil jet aircraft. These
methods provide a mathematical guarantee of the modeled system’s behavior, in the presence of state and
input constraints.
Reachability problems are often posed in terms of maintaining a certain property of the state-space. This
is a non-trivial problem when the control input for such a system is bounded. For these types of systems,
information is often given about “good” or “bad” regions of the state-space: the system should avoid certain
“bad” regions or remain within certain “good” regions. For example, during flight, an aircraft must remain
within its aerodynamic flight envelope, a “good” region of the aircraft’s state-space. Flight envelopes are
often defined in terms of the aircraft’s speed, flight path angle, and altitude. Leaving the flight envelope
could result in a stall, structural damage, or, in the case of civil jet aircraft, significant passenger discomfort.
We can mathematically guarantee that the aircraft will never leave its flight envelope using results from a
continuous reachability analysis and controller synthesis.
While algorithms and computational methods have been concertedly developed over the past decade for
fully-automated systems, less is known about how these methods must change in order to accommodate
human interaction with automated systems. My research aims to extend known reachability tools to directly
account for the human and to provide guarantees of behavior that can be implemented on actual systems.
Over the past year as a Truman Postdoctoral Fellow I have focused on two specific problems in reachabil-
ity analysis for human-automation systems: 1) multi-objective controller synthesis, and 2) recovery from
error. Both of these problems are addressed through new applications and extensions of hybrid reachability
analysis and controller synthesis.
An aircraft incident Paris-Orly, France highlights issues regarding both multi-objective controller synthesis,
as well as guided recovery from error. During the aircraft’s final approach to landing, the pilot inadver-
tently and unknowingly activated envelope protection control laws. Upon reaching a speed excessive for the
aircraft’s aerodynamic configuration, the autopilot initiated an altitude-change maneuver, in order to avoid
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structural damage to the wing. This initially caused the aircraft to climb steeply. The autothrottles increased
the thrust, while the pilots attempted to use the aircraft’s control surfaces to make the aircraft descend. How-
ever, the envelope protection control laws overrode the pilot’s actions, commanding a high angle of attack,
and eventually reaching a stall. The flight crew managed to regain control of the aircraft, then successfully
completed a manual landing [6, 5].
Multi-objective controller synthesis involves the problem of control design for multiple goals, including
safety, stability, and input non-saturation. In complex systems such as aircraft, many of these control goals
must be achieved simultaneously. Blindly implementing control schemes for multiple goals (e.g. envelope
protection and stabilization) can result in chattering, instability, and other counterintuitive phenomenon,
when the controller switches between multiple, independently designed control laws. My approach avoids
these problems through the synthesis of a single controller to fulfill all three goals simultaneously. This
controller is computed through a carefully formulated reachability problem.
Recovery from error is a practical problem that arises in designing to accommodate potential failures. This is
paramount for safe operation of complex systems such as civil jet aircraft [7]. These systems require not only
design and operational procedures to prevent failures in the first place, but also additional control guidance
and procedures for recovery in the event that a failure does occur. Many potential failures are discovered
through extensive simulation in order to help identify and address unanticipated problems, however it is
physically impossible to test all possible initial conditions. Problems which go undetected through this
design and simulation process can result in “automation surprises” [8] and other problematic behaviors in
actual aircraft operation. My approach is two-fold: 1) a standard reachability analysis to determine the
minimum requirements for safety, and 2) a modified reachability analysis to determine how, in the event of
deviation from the computed safe regions, recovery can be achieved. Under these circumstances, recovery
is only possible when some flexibility can be exploited in the system (e.g. temporarily relaxed constraints,
additional control authority).
This report first provides a basic introduction to established results in reachability analysis and controller
synthesis. The remainder of the report focuses on novel contributions to reachability analysis that were
accomplished this past year. Each section details the mathematical problem formulation, solution method,
and application to real-world examples. The main contributions are summarized in the conclusion.
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2 Background: Hybrid Reachability
We define safety as the ability to remain within a set of constraints in the continuous state-space, despite
bounded control authority. We can compute, through standard reachability analysis and controller synthe-
sis, the subset of those states in which we can guarantee the state of the system can always remain: this
is the invariant set, which determines the “safe” region of operation [9]. States outside of this set com-
prise the reachable set, those states which can “reach” constraint violation. This technique, computationally
based on a Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation (HJ PDE), also synthesizes a set-valued control law
which enforces safety by preventing the state of the system from entering the reachable set. We draw on the
Hamilton-Jacobi techniques here because of their sub-grid accuracy and success in previous aircraft appli-
cations [10, 11, 12], however viability techniques could also be used. Viability theory [13] and numerical
algorithms [14] have been developed to compute viability kernels and capture basins for continuous systems,
and also extended to hybrid systems [15, 16]. These are computationally based on a minimum-time-to-reach
formulation [17].
Through reachability analysis and controller synthesis we can determine the invariant set W ⊆ C ⊆ Rn,
consisting of those initial states for which there exists at least one trajectory that will not exit the constraint
set C . We denote the complement of the invariant set, also known as the reachable set, as W . Given a
dynamically evolving system (21) and a constraint set C , we define the backwards reachable set W (t) as
the set of all states which will exit the constraint set C in the time [0, t]. To calculate the invariant set, define
a continuous function J0 : X → R such that
C = {x ∈X | J0(x)≥ 0}. (1)
The backwards reachable set W (t) can be found by solving the terminal value Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) partial
differential equation (PDE) [18, 9, 11]
∂J(x, t)
∂ t
+min
[
0,H
(
x,
∂J(x, t)
∂x
)]
= 0 for t < 0;
J(x,0) = J0(x) for t = 0;
(2)
As shown in [11], we obtain an implicit representation of the invariant set W (t) = {x ∈X |J(x,−t)≥ 0}.
If (2) converges as t →−∞, J(x,−t)→ J(x), and the reachable set converges to a fixed point W (t)→W .
The invariant set is defined as W , the complement of the reachable set.
The state-dependent control
u∗(x) = {u ∈U |
(
∂J(x)
∂x
)T
f (x,u)≥ 0}. (3)
synthesized from the above calculation must be applied along the boundary of the invariant set in order to
prevent trajectories which reach the boundary of the invariant set from exiting.
The forward reachable set computation proceeds similarly in forwards time, with an additional constraint
due to the avoid set A , defined by the continuous function JA : X →R such that A = {x ∈X |JA(x)≥ 0}.
We define the function JA(x) as positive for states inside the avoid set A . The cost function evolution is
constrained by
J(x, t)≤ JA(x) for t ≥ 0 (4)
so that the reachable set cannot enter the avoid set A . Further details can be found in [18, 12].
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3 Multi-Objective Controller Synthesis
The main contribution presented here is a one-step technique to find non-saturating feedback linearizing
controllers through application of reachability techniques which guarantee envelope protection. As opposed
to a multi-step process, in which control laws for different goals are synthesized independently, our method
assures simultaneous fulfillment of multiple control goals: stabilization, envelope protection, and input
non-saturation. While a standard reachability analysis could guarantee that envelope protection and input
non-saturation could be simultaneously met, the resultant control law would not guarantee stability and
would not necessarily be implementable – it could likely be bang-bang or cause chattering. Therefore, our
approach uses a reachability calculation with additional constraints to ensure that the resultant control law
meets all the desired objectives and is implementable, as well.
To address the problem of envelope protection, we define safety as the ability to remain within a set of
constraints in the continuous state-space, despite bounded control authority. We can compute, through
standard reachability analysis and controller synthesis, the subset of those states in which we can guarantee
the state of the system can always remain: this is the invariant set, which determines the “safe” region of
operation [9]. States outside of this set comprise the reachable set, those states which can “reach” constraint
violation.
To address stabilization under saturation, we parameterize feedback linearizing control laws subject to
bounded control input, such that the parameters reflect system performance goals (i.e. damping, over-
shoot, etc). We formulate constraints that input saturation and stability place on the input parameters.
Feedback linearization is a popular technique for differentially flat systems [19, 20], but can generate in-
puts with high-magnitude. Synthesizing non-saturating feedback linearizing control laws is a non-trivial
problem [21, 22, 23] for stabilization [24] as well as for tracking [25]. Work in trajectory generation for
differentially flat systems has addressed systems subject to saturation and rate constraints [26, 27]. Other
common techniques to incorporate state and input constraints have made use of model predictive control
[28, 29, 30], and of control Lyapunov functions [31, 32], however finding such functions is often difficult
and done heuristically. For linear systems, quadratic Lyapunov functions can be synthesized [33, 34].
3.1 Problem Formulation
Consider the input-output full-state feedback linearizable system
x˙ = f (x)+g(x)u,x ∈X ⊆ Rn,u ∈ R
y = h(x),y ∈ R (5)
with bounded input u ∈ U , and constraint set C ⊂ Rn which encodes the set of states which satisfy the
constraints on the system (e.g., speeds above the aircraft’s stall speed). We express the state constraints
through the inequality
C = {x | c(x)≥ 0}. (6)
The feedback linearizing control law to stabilize (5) around the equilibrium x∗ = 0 is
u(x,β ) = 1
Lgh
(
−L(n−1)f h−
n−1
∑
i=0
βix(i)
)
(7)
with Lie derivatives Lf h = ∂h∂x f (x), L
2
f h =
∂ 2h
∂x2 f (x), · · · , L
(n−1)
f h =
∂ (n−1)h
∂x(n−1) f (x), and x
(i) the ith time deriva-
tive of x. Constant coefficients β = [β0,β1, · · · ,βn−1] are chosen such that the polynomial ∑n−1i=0 βiX i(s) is
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Hurwitz. With this control law, the resultant closed-loop system will be linear and stable. However, in order
to prevent saturation, the control u(x,β ) must remain within its allowable bounds U for a constant β for
x ∈X .
umin ≤ u(x,β )≤ umax (8)
We wish to satisfy two goals with a single controller: 1) envelope protection, and 2) stabilization under
saturation. Further, we wish to determine the largest set of states from which this controller is guaranteed to
fulfill these goals.
Statement of Problem 1 Given the dynamical system (5), with state constraints (6), and with a feedback
linearizing control law u(x,β ) (7) parameterized by a constant vector β ∈ Rn, determine 1) the invariant
set W , which is the largest set of states x for a given non-saturating controller u(x,β ) that will reach the
origin without violating the state constraints x ∈ C , 2) β such that the feedback linearizing control law is
both non-saturating (8) and stable.
3.2 Method
We first append the parameter vector β to the state such that x˜ = [x,β ] ∈ R2n, with zero dynamics to ensure
that β remains a constant in the reachability computation. We then incorporate state, stability, and input
constraints into the initial cost function and run a reachability calculation with this initial value. Note that
for first and second-order systems, the requirements for stability simplify to βi > 0.
Solution of Problem 1 For the dynamical system with extended state x˜ = [x,β ]
x˙ = f (x)+g(x)
(
−Ln−1f h− 1Lgh ∑n−1i=0 βix(i)
)
β˙ = 0
(9)
define the initial cost function
J0(x,β ) = min
{
Jstate0 (x,β ),Jsat−max0 (x,β ),J
sat−min
0 (x,β ),J
stability
0 (x,β )
}
(10)
with Jstate0 (x,β ) = c(x), J
sat−max
0 (x,β ) = umax− u(x,β ), Jsat−min0 (x,β ) = u(x,β )− umin, Jstability0 (x,β ) = βi
such that they are positive in those regions where the constraints are satisfied. The result of a reachability
computation run with initial cost function (10) is the invariant set W , the largest set of x for which a given
β will stabilize (9) without violating state (6) or input (8)constraints.
The advantage of this framework is that the computed result inherently meets the required constraints for
both stability and non-saturation, while determining how to keep the state of the system within its con-
straint set. For a given β , the computed result provides the region of the state-space for which the specified
controller will stabilize, will not saturate, and will not violate any of the state bounds. This technique
is extendable to to input-output feedback linearizable systems which are minimum phase and to multiple
input-multiple output systems.
While dimensionality is a critical issue in any reachability calculation, one potential pitfall of this method is
that it requires augmenting the state-space by at most n dimensions. However, one remedy to this is to take
advantage of structure in the pole placement of the closed-loop system. If, for example, poles are collocated
on the real line, then β1 = η2 and β2 = 2η . By parameterizing β the reachability calculation can be done in
a total of n+1 dimensions in (x,η).
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Figure 1: Invariant set Wβ plotted in (x1,x2,η)
for η = 0.35, corresponding to two real poles at
−0.5766 and −0.1734.]
Figure 2: Invariant set Wβ plotted in (x1,x2,η) for
η = 0.30, corresponding to an imaginary pair at
−0.15±0.5268i.
3.3 Examples
Double Integrator
To demonstrate this method, consider the system x¨ = u, with state x = [x1,x2] ∈ C = X = [x1,x1]× [x2,x2],
input u ∈ U = [umin,umax], and output h = x2. We design a feedback linearizing control law, u(x,β ) =
−β1x1−β2x2, with β1,β2 ∈ R+, such that the resultant closed-loop system is stable.
We consider two cases: 1) two real poles when β1 = η2, β2 = η , and 2) two imaginary poles when β1 = β2 =
η . The constraint set C ⊆X ×R+ incorporates both the state constraint x∈C as well as the input constraint
u(x,β ) ∈U . The saturation constraints (8), state constraints, and stability constraints are formulated as
Jsat0 (x,β ) = min{umax−β1x1−β2x2,−β1x1−β2x2−umin}
Jstate0 (x) = min{x1− x1,x1− x1,x2− x2,x2− x2}
Jstability0 (β ) = η .
(11)
For the reachability computation, we combine the above three functions into one initial cost function
J0(x,β ) = min{Jsat0 (x,β ),Jstate0 (x),Jstability0 (β )} (12)
Each horizontal slice in Figures 1 and 2 represents the invariant set in [x1,x2] for a given input parameter η .
It is the set of initial conditions for which the state will be driven to the equilibrium without saturating the
input or violating the state constraints. Figures 3 and 4 show the largest invariant sets for given β vectors.
Aerodynamic Envelope Protection
We model the longitudinal dynamics of a conventional aircraft as a nonlinear system
mV˙ = T −D(α,V )−mgsinγ
mV γ˙ = L(α,V )−mgcosγ (13)
with state x = [V,γ] ∈X = R+×R (corresponding to speed V and flight path angle γ) input u = [T,α] ∈
U = [Tmin,Tmax]× [αmin,αmax] (corresponding to thrust T and angle of attack α). The state constraints are
12
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Figure 3: Largest invariant set with two real poles,
plotted in (x1,x2) for η = 0.42.
Figure 4: Largest invariant set with an imaginary
pair of poles, plotted in (x1,x2) for η = 0.46.
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Figure 5: Horizontal slices of Figure 6 show the
invariant set in (V,γ) at various η which correspond
to stabilizing and non-saturating control laws.
Figure 6: Invariant set in (V,γ,η). For a given η ,
states inside the shaded region will reach (Vr,γr)
without saturating the input or violating the aero-
dynamic envelope.
given by x ∈ C = [Vmin,Vmax]× [γmin,γmax]⊆X . Physical constants are mass m = 200000 kg, gravitational
constant g = 9.81m/s2, and the sets X = [63.79,97.74]× [−6,6], U = [0,686700]× [−5,17] are determined
by standard aircraft operating conditions. Drag and lift are given by
D(α,V ) = V 2(a+bcL(α)2)
L(α,V ) = cV 2cL(α)
(14)
with coefficient of lift cL(α) = cL0 + cLαα , and positive constants a = 6.5106, b = 12.6585, c = 262.0275,
cL0 = 0.4225, and cLα = 5.105 as in the Flaps-20 configuration of the large civil jet aircraft with its landing
gear up [10]. The aircraft should track a reference speed Vr = 90 m/s and a reference flight path angle
γr = 0◦.
By choosing the control law
u(x,β ) = φ−1
([
mgsinγ +aV 2−mβ1(V −Vr)
1
cV 2 (mgcosγ−mVβ2(γ− γr))
])
, u += φ(u) =
[ −bV 2cL(α)2 +T
cL(α)
]
(15)
with β1,β2 ∈ R+, (13) will track xr = [Vr,γr].
We assume that β1 = β2 = η , and incorporate the state, input, and stability constraints into the initial cost
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Figure 7: States outside the transparent (red) solid represent the invariant set in (xr,yr,θr) for feedback
linearizing control with β = 1.10×10−3. States outside the opaque solid (blue) represent the invariant set
with optimal control.
function:
J0(x,β ) = min{Jsat0 (x,β ),Jenv0 (x),β} (16)
with Jsat0 (x,β ) = min{umax − u(x,β ),u(x,β )− umin}, Jstate0 (x,β ) = min{Vmax −V,V −Vmin,γmax − γ,γ −
γmin}.
The result of the reachability calculation is shown in Figure 6 for combinations of [V,γ,η ]. For clarity,
cross-sections of [V,γ] for various η are shown in Figure 5. As the control parameter increases, less of
the aerodynamic flight envelope (V,γ) is controllable, due mainly to input saturation. The uncontrollable
portions of the (V,γ) envelope at all η in the lower right quadrant correspond to descent at high speeds –
this is a well-known issue for landing aircraft, in which the aircraft is very close to a stall condition. The
maximum area controllable set occurs at η = 0.045, which will allow for operation in more combinations
of speed and flight path angle than any other envelope in the computed set W .
Cooperative Collision Avoidance
We model the relative dynamics of two aircraft traveling at a constant speed V = 0.125 nmi/s, x˙ry˙r
θ˙r
=V
 cos(θr−θR)−1sin(θr−θR)
0
− V
g
 yr 0−xr 0
−1 1
u (17)
with relative position xr,yr, relative heading θr, turn rates u1,u2 ∈ [− tan(2pi/9), tan(2pi/9)], and constant
g = 5.3× 10−3 nmi/s2. As opposed to the competitive model presented in [35], we assume cooperative,
centralized control over both aircraft. For ease of notation, we write (17) as x˙ = F(x) + G(x)u, where
F(x) ∈ R3 and G(x) ∈ R3×2. The aircraft must remain at least R = 5 nmi apart at all times, so the state is
constrained by
Jradius0 (x) = x
2
r + y
2
r −R2 ≥ 0 (18)
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Assuming cooperation between the two aircraft and full-state output y = [xr,yr,θr], the feedback linearizing
control
u(x,β ) =
(
GTG
)−1 GT
 β1xrβ2yr
β3(θr−θR)
−F(x)
 (19)
tracks a desired relative heading θR, subject to saturation constraints Jmax0 (x,β )= umax−u(x,β ), Jmin0 (x,β )=
u(x,β )−umax. We parameterize β by β1 = β2 = 0.1β3 = η , resulting in the additional constraint Jη0 = η .
The initial cost function for the reachability calculation is
J0(x,β ) = min{Jradius0 (x),Jmax0 (x,β ),Jmin0 (x,β ),Jη0 (β )} (20)
Figure 7 shows the the resultant reachable set for η = 1.10×10−3. As opposed to the two previous examples,
the safe region lies outside of the shaded region. For clarity, the invariant set calculated with dynamics (17)
and initial cost function (18) is also displayed in Figure 7, and contains the invariant set calculated with the
prescribed controller and initial cost function (20).
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4 Recovery from Error
We consider the problem of recovery from error states using formal methods from hybrid control theory. The
main objective of this approach is to determine 1) states from which recovery is possible, and 2) controllers
to provide guidance during a recovery maneuver from an error state. New methods and tools in hybrid
reachability analysis can provide an alternative framework to ad-hoc design for recovery in safety-critical
systems with nonlinear continuous dynamics as well as discrete mode-logic. These methods provide a
mathematical guarantee of the modeled system’s behavior, in the presence of state and input constraints.
We presume real-time failure diagnosis and implementation of control laws for recovery, however simply
assessing and correctly identifying failures in real-time is a complicated issue [36, 37, 38]. Recent work
in reconfigurable control [39, 40] is based on real-time assessment and control to identify and respond
to candidate failures. Other researchers have also explored formal methods for recovery [41, 42, 36, 43]
for systems with discrete or simple continuous dynamics, as well as control synthesis for linear systems
recovering a tracking trajectory [44].
4.1 Problem Formulation
Consider the nonlinear dynamical system
x˙ = f (x,u),x ∈X ⊆ Rn,u ∈ R (21)
with bounded input u ∈ U std, and constraint set C std ⊂ Rn which encodes the set of states which satisfy
the constraints on the system (e.g., speeds above the aircraft’s stall speed) during standard operation. We
express the state constraints through the inequality
C std = {x | cstd(x)≥ 0}. (22)
Define the reachable set as the set of states in C std for which all values of a measurable function u(·) in
U std drive the system state out of the constraint set C std. We compute the reachable set and its complement,
known as the invariant set, through Hamilton-Jacobi techniques.
Statement of Problem 2 Given the dynamical system (21), with state constraints (22), determine the in-
variant set W std, which is the largest set of states x that, despite bounded input u ∈U std, will not violate the
state constraints x ∈ C std. The invariant set W std ⊆ C std is the “safe” area of operation.
The result of the backwards reachability calculation is written as a function of the dynamics in backwards
time, the input range, and the constraint set.
W std = Reach(C std)
subject to x˙ = − f (x,u),u ∈U std (23)
For problems of recovery, we are concerned with states that are outside of the “safe” area but still within a
reasonable distance of recovery – these are the error states, or failure states. The size of this region depends
on the particular recovery dynamics allowed – significantly larger input bounds, for example, could allow for
a much larger recovery region since more control authority can be used to guide the state back to safety. The
error state could be the result of a variety of complications, including human error, unanticipated disturbance
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or uncontrolled events, faulty sensors, and others. We want to determine, under the temporary recovery input
and state bounds, which error states can safely reach the safe area of operation, as well as the control law
required for recovery to safety. This is a forward reachability problem, since we know the initial states (error
states) and want to determine where the state trajectories will evolve to, subject to state constraints.
Statement of Problem 3 Given the dynamical system (21), with state constraints x ∈ C rcv = {x | crcv(x)≥
0} and bounded input u ∈ U rcv, determine the invariant set W rcv when starting from the “target” set
x ∈ W std, the failure states W std under standard operation. The solution is trajectories that will reach the
target set W std without entering the “avoid” set C rcv.
The result of the forwards reachability calculation is written as a function of the forward-time dynamics, the
input range, the target set, and the avoid set.
W rcv = ReachAvoid(W std,C rcv)
subject to x˙ = + f (x,u),u ∈U rcv (24)
Note that the result of Problem 2 provides the states from which failure is preventable. Problem 3 pre-
sumes failure has occurred, and its result provides 1) the set of failure states for which recovery to standard
operation is possible, and 2) the corresponding optimal control law.
4.2 Method
In order to solve Problem 2, we incorporate the state constraints into the initial cost function
Jstd0 (x) = maxi
cstdi (x) (25)
such that the function is positive in those regions where the constraints are satisfied. We then define the
Hamiltonian as
Hstd
(
x,
∂Jstd
∂x
)
= max
u∈U std
(
∂Jstd
∂x
T
f (x,u)
)
. (26)
The control law which results from (26) will provide envelope protection and despite bounded input. We
evolve (25) backwards in time according to (2). The result of this computation is the largest set of states x for
a given set of constraints for which trajectories that begin in this set will never violate any state constraints
(22) despite bounded input.
In order to solve Problem 3, we incorporate the results of the first reachability calculation. In the forward
reachability calculation, we begin with the target, defined as the the failure states resulting from the standard
reachability calculation
Jrcv0 (x) =−Jstd(x) (27)
and evolve the cost function forward in time according to the Hamiltonian
Hrcv
(
x,
∂Jrcv
∂x
)
= max
u∈U rcv
(
∂Jrcv
∂x
T
f (x,u)
)
, (28)
subject to the constraint that states not enter the avoid set. The result is the set of states in the safe envelope
that are reachable from failure states – states from which a successfully recovery is possible.
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Remark: We have solved the recovery problem through the above two reachability calculations. The first
calculation from Problem 2 provides the operating space which must be maintained to prevent entering a
failure state. The second calculation from Problem 3 provides information regarding recovery – it identifies
those failure states that will lead to recovery as well as the control law which must be applied in order to
successfully recover to standard operation.
While we have presented our method for the simplest case, a continuous system, this method also generalizes
to hybrid systems with both continuous and discrete dynamics. The discrete control can also be calculated
through the hybrid reachability algorithm, discussed in detail in [18].
4.3 Examples
Cooperative Collision Avoidance
Consider the collision avoidance scenario with modified turn rates u1,u2 ∈ Usoft = 0.75 ·Uhard, Uhard =
[− tan(2pi/9), tan(2pi/9)], and constraint set C std = {x | Jstd0 (x) ≥ 0}, with modified initial cost function
Jstd0 (x) = x
2
r + y2r − (R+ ε)2 ≥ 0 where ε = 2.5 nmi provides “padding” against the hard constraints.
Applying the safety/recovery calculation method, we first obtain the safe operating region under the “soft”
constraints – this is the set of states from which the aircraft can avoid entering the protective zone. The
computed result is the light (yellow) shape shown in the bottom half of Figure 8. However, if for some
reason the pilot or the automation does not apply the appropriate control law, an error state will occur. Using
hard bounds and constraints, as well as the invariant set from the previous calculation, we can compute the
recovery states and controls.
Details of the calculation are included in [45]. The forward reachable (recovery) set W rcv is shown in Figure
8. The evolution of the set in forward time is shown in Figure 9 for four values of relative heading θr. The
sets grow in forward time until they reach the invariant set W std under standard operation.
Aborted Automatic Landing
We model the nonlinear longitudinal dynamics of a large civil jet aircraft by x˙ = fi(x,u), in which the state
x = [V,γ,h] ∈ R3 includes the aircraft’s speed V , flightpath angle γ , and altitude h (see [46, 18]): mV˙mV γ˙
h˙
=
 −D(α,V )+T cosα−mgsinγL(α,V )+T sinα−mgcosγ
V sinγ
 (29)
We assume the control input is u = [T,α], with aircraft thrust T and angle of attack α . The aircraft has mass
m = 190000 kg, pitch θ =α+γ , and gravitational acceleration is g = 9.81 m/s2. The aircraft’s lift L(α,V ) =
1
2ρV
2SCL(α) and drag D(α,V ) = 12ρV
2SCD(α) depend on air density ρ = 1.225 kg/m3, wing surface area
S = 427.80 m2, and the coefficients of lift and drag, CL(α) =CL0 +CLαα and CD(α) =CD0 +KC2L(α).
The landing aircraft is a hybrid system because the constantsCL0 ,CD0 , and K vary according to the particular
combinations of flap settings and landing gear in an autoland/go-around scenario [46, 47, 48, 49, 50] (Table
1). CLα = 5.105 in all modes. The landing maneuver begins in the Flare-30D, as the aircraft prepares for
touchdown on the runway.
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Figure 8: Top figure: The states (xr,yr,θr) in be-
tween the light (red) set W rcv and the dark (blue)
set W std are those failure states from which there
exists a control law that will take the system back
to the invariant set W std. The dark (blue) set is the
invariant set Whard, calculated under hard inputs and
constraints. Bottom figure: The invariant set W std
is those states outside of the light (yellow) shape.
The recovery set W rcv (dark, red) represents those
failure states which can reach W std (light, yellow).
Figure 9: Recovery set in (xr,yr) for specific θr.
The innermost region (shaded) is a cross-section of
the reachable set Whard, the reachable set under hard
input and state constraints. The outermost set inter-
sects with the invariant set W , under soft input and
state constraints.
If a go-around is required, standard operating procedure calls for a direct series of transitions, Flare-30D
flaps→ Go-20D gear→ Go-30D: first the flaps are changed, then the landing gear is retracted. However, as Figure
10 shows, there are significant portions of the aerodynamic flight envelope in Flare-30D from which this
maneuver is simply not possible. These states are represented by the mesh-portion of the invariant set
WFlare−30D, and are outside of the invariant set WGo−20U. These states are failure states, since the pilot
has no recourse according to this procedure if a go-around is necessary while the aircraft is in the states
x ∈WFlare−30D∩WGo−20U.
We now determine the forward reachable set through a ReachAvoid computation, in order to determine
which failure states will, under the recovery input constraints, reach the invariant set WGo−30D. For this
system, the continuous inputs are already at their limits. However, there is flexibility in the discrete control
input – we presume to allow flexibility in choosing the discrete mode. Any go-around mode may be chosen
for continuous states that are within its constraint set, as dictated by the (V,γ) limits in Table 1. The
computed invariant set is given by
W rcv = ReachAvoid(WFlare−30D∩WGo−20U,C rcv)
s.t. (29) for {Go-20D, Go-20U, Go-30D, Go-30U} ,u ∈U (30)
The result of the calculation is shown in Figure 11. The original invariant set in Flare, WFlare−30D is fully
contained within the forward reachable set, W rcv. This set was obtained by propagating the failure states
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Mode CL0 CD0 K Flaps Gear V [m/s] γ [degrees] α [degrees] T [N]
Flare-30D 0.8212 0.0254 0.04831 F-30 Down [55.57, 87.46] [−6.0◦,0.0◦] [−9◦,15◦] 0
Go-20D 0.4225 0.0248 0.04831 F-20 Down [63.97, 97.74] [−6.0◦,13.3◦] [−8◦,12◦] [0,686700]
Go-30D 0.8212 0.0254 0.04831 F-30 Down [55.57, 87.46] [−6.0◦,15.7◦] [−9◦,15◦] [0,686700]
Go-20U 0.4225 0.0197 0.04589 F-20 Up [63.79, 97.74] [−6.0◦,13.3◦] [−8◦,12◦] [0,686700]
Go-30U 0.8212 0.0203 0.04589 F-30 Up [55.57, 87.46] [−6.0◦,15.7◦] [−9◦,15◦] [0,686700]
Table 1: Aerodynamic constants for autoland modes.
Figure 10: Safe region for landing WFlare−30D (dark,
blue) and safe region for go-around (light, yellow)
WGo−20U. Note the intersection of the two is not
fully contained in WGo−20U, therefore error states
are possible when the pilot attempts to switch from
landing to a go-around.
Figure 11: Forward reachable set W rcv from Flare-
30D mode under recovery dynamics which allow
switching between any of four go-around modes,
depending on the configuration of the flaps (F-20,
F-30) and landing gear (Down, Up).
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Figure 12: Forward reachable set W rcv grows over
time (blue). The invariant set for the go-around
modes is shown in red, and contains W rcv. Close
to the ground, the reachable set is quite small, since
the envelope for landing is narrow compared to the
envelopes for go-around. At higher altitudes W rcv
is considerably larger.
Figure 13: Optimal discrete modes in (V,γ) for var-
ious altitudes. The yellow region represents Go-
30U, red represents Go-30D, blue represents Go-
20U, and cyan represents Go-20D. This control is
synthesized during the forward reachability calcu-
lation to compute W rcv.
WFlare−30D ∩WGo−20U forward in time while avoiding the exterior of the aerodynamic envelopes for all of
the go-around modes.
Cross-sections of the forward-reachable set are shown in Figure 12 at various altitudes. The set is quite
restricted near the ground, but grows considerably by the time the aircraft has climbed to 20 m. This reflects
the fact that there is a relatively narrow region in (V,γ) for which landing can be accomplished safely. The
invariant set W rcv grows in forward time, so the outermost set corresponds to surface shown in Figure 11.
This calculation also provides information about the particular continuous and discrete controls that are
optimal at every state. Figure 13 shows the optimal modes in the flight envelope (V,γ) at various altitudes.
Notice that the inputs correspond to the envelope restrictions imposed during the calculation: the yellow
and red areas, representing modes Go-30U and Go-30D, respectively, only occur inside the (V,γ) flight
envelopes for those modes. Similarly, the blue and cyan regions, representing modes Go-20U and Go-20D,
respectively, occur at higher speeds consistent with the Flaps-20 envelopes.
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5 Conclusion
Sections 3 and 4 detailed novel contributions in reachability analysis for human-interaction with complex
systems. These contributions were inpsired by real-world problems in aircraft, but are likely to arise in other
complex systems, including biomedical devices, driver assistance programs, nuclear surety, the power grid,
and other critical infrastructures.
Section 3 presented a method to determine, through a Hamilton-Jacobi reachability computation, the set
of states in safety-critical systems which will reach the desired equilibrium without saturating the input or
violating the state constraints. Thus both envelope protection and stabilization under saturation are simul-
taneously achieved. This involves a reachability analysis on an extended state space which incorporates a
parameter from the feedback linearizing input. By incorporating the input saturation, stability, and state
constraints simultaneously in the initial cost function, the resultant invariant set will be the largest set of
states, given bounded input, which will stabilize the system and always remain within a given constraint set.
The work presented contributes to the difficult problem of determining stabilizing controllers for safety-
critical systems under nonlinear state and input constraints. Many future directions of work are possible,
including 1) minimization of the number of switched, non-saturating controllers when multiple solutions to
the control parameterization problem are possible, 2) alternative, less computationally exhaustive formula-
tions to sample the parameter space β and 3) one-step synthesis of a minimal number and optimal selection
of input parameters β for switched, non-saturating, feedback linearizing controllers.
Section 4 formulated the recovery problem for hybrid systems with flexibility in continuous inputs, discrete
inputs, or state constraints. Standard reachability analysis will reveal those states from which failure is
avoidable with the proper choice of control law. In the event that failure does occur, a new forward reach-
ability calculation can identify those failure states from which recovery is possible, as well as the control
input (both continuous and discrete) necessary for that recovery. This new calculation exploits the flexibility
inherent to the hybrid system – if this flexibility were not present, a recovery calculation would provide no
new information from the initial backwards reachability calculation. The recovery calculation involves tem-
porarily adjusting the system’s constraints in order to recover to standard operation and standard constraints.
The forward reachability calculation yields not only 1) the forward reachable set from error states, but also 2)
the control law required to achieve that set. These two case studies provide interesting motivation for further
work in synthesizing recovery maneuvers. Future work will proceed in comparing the forward reachability
result with a converse problem in which the standard operating region is propagated backwards in time under
the new recovery dynamics.
Two real-world examples were presented to illustrate both methods: 1) longitudinal aircraft dynamics, and
two-aircraft lateral collision avoidance dynamics. The dynamics for both examples are derived from physical
models of civil jet aircraft.
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